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Abstract

Measurement of heteronuclear spin–lattice relaxation times is hampered by both low natural abundance and low detection sensitivity.
Combined with typically long relaxation times, this results in extended acquisition times which often renders the experiment impractical.
Recently a variant of dynamic nuclear polarisation has been demonstrated in which enhanced nuclear spin polarisation, generated in the
cryo-solid state, is transferred to the liquid state for detection. Combining this approach with small flip angle pulse trains, similar to the
FLASH-T1 imaging sequence, allows the rapid determination of spin–lattice relaxation times. In this paper we explore this method and
its application to the measurement of T1 for both carbon-13 and nitrogen-15 at natural abundance. The effects of RF inhomogeneity and
the influence of proton decoupling in the context of this experiment are also investigated.
� 2007 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Liquid-state dynamic nuclear polarisation (DNP) has
recently been demonstrated as a method to significantly
enhance the detection sensitivity of NMR spectroscopy
[1–3]. This approach involves the generation of hyperpolar-
isation in the cryo-solid state, followed by the rapid trans-
fer to solution state using a super heated dissolution
solvent. The liquid sample is then transferred to a standard
high resolution NMR spectrometer for detection [1,2].
Critical to the success of this technique is the ability to
maintain the hyperpolarisation during the transfer process.
Experience to date suggests that for simple systems a
reasonable guide is provided in part by the solution-state
high-field spin–lattice relaxation time, although this is not
necessarily the complete picture [4]. Knowledge of an
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atom’s spin–lattice relaxation time is also important when
considering the correct choice of parameters for other more
traditional experiments, especially the choice of recycle
time in order to avoid any saturation effects or to maximise
sensitivity for dilute solutions. DNP-NMR can provide a
rapid method to obtain this parameter for dilute spins.

The direct measurement of carbon-13 and nitrogen-15
spin–lattice relaxation times is hampered by two major fac-
tors. The first is that these nuclei suffer from low sensitivity
arising from both their low magnetogyric ratios and low
natural abundance, 1.1% and 0.37%, respectively. Com-
bined with this is the fact that these nuclei tend to have
long relaxation times unless there are directly bonded pro-
tons. In general dipolar coupling to protons is the domi-
nant relaxation mechanism. Relaxation arising from
chemical shift anisotropy may become efficient at higher
magnetic field strengths, especially for nuclei in aromatic
environments of slowly tumbling molecules. Traditionally,
carbon-13 and nitrogen-15 relaxation studies have been
performed using concentrated samples in wide-diameter
probes thereby increasing the detection sensitivity. These
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sensitivity issues and long relaxation times necessitate long
data acquisition times, rendering 13C/15N relaxation time
measurements at natural abundance a far from routine
practice.

A variety of inverse-detection heteronuclear relaxation
methods have been developed and widely adopted for the
use in protein dynamics studies, most notably 15N and
13C relaxation data of the NH, CO and Ca positions of
the peptide backbone. These techniques are facilitated by
uniform labelling of the carbon and nitrogen sites within
the protein. In these labelled systems the sites of interest
can easily be targeted by INEPT-type sequences using
either the HN or Ha proton to improve sensitivity. The sim-
plest of these methods is a slight modification of the HSQC
experiment in which a variable relaxation delay is following
the t1 evolution time [5]. The volumes of the HSQC peaks
are monitored as a function of this relaxation delay. In
small heteroaromatic molecules, for example those com-
monly found in pharmaceutical compounds, these methods
are not so readily applicable. The prevalence of quaternary
centres in these molecules tends to limit the number of
atoms that can be accessed for study.

Traditionally, spin lattice relaxation times are measured
using the inversion-recovery sequence [6]. This simple two-
pulse scheme consists of an inversion pulse, either applied
in a broadband manner to the whole spectrum, or as a
band selective pulse to invert a particular resonance or
multiplet of interest. Following this is an incremented delay
during which the previously inverted magnetisation is
allowed relax. A 90� read pulse is then applied to measure
the recovered z-magnetisation as a function of this incre-
mental delay. In order to ensure accurate quantification
of the relaxation time it is necessary to ensure that there
is complete return to thermal equilibrium between data
points, hence typical recycle times for the inversion-recov-
ery experiment are of the order of 5 · T1. For carbon-13
and nitrogen-15 this can lead to recycle times of several
minutes.

Matters can be improved by the use of the progressive-
saturation experiment in which the inversion pulse is
replaced by a series of randomly spaced and phased pulses
with the aim of destroying all the z-magnetisation between
data points. The remainder of the sequence is as for the
inversion-recovery sequence. This technique does not
require the use of long recycle times, however, is often con-
sidered less accurate as a smaller portion of the recovery
profile is monitored and it is often difficult to reliably sat-
urate the spectrum over the wide spectral widths associated
with heteronuclear NMR.

Providing sufficient sensitivity is available there are a
number of ‘‘fast’’ methods available for the acquisition of
T1 relaxation time data. These range from spatial encoding
of the longitudinal magnetisation using field gradients
enabling the complete relaxation profile to be obtained in
a single acquisition [7], to experiments utilising trains of
small flip angle pulses [8–11]. Both of these approaches
have been widely adopted by the MRI community where
total experiment duration is a critical design factor. The
drawback of these methods, however, is that they require
high signal to noise and offer no benefit when signal aver-
aging is necessary. Hence these methods have only been
routinely applied to abundant spins such as protons.

Recently it has been demonstrated that hyperpolarised
nuclear spins can be generated in the cryo-solid state and
successfully transferred to the liquid state, for detection
in a standard high-resolution spectrometer [1]. This hyper-
polarisation is generated using dynamic nuclear polarisa-
tion (DNP) in which a frozen solution of the compound
of interest is irradiated with microwaves in the presence
of a stable free radical. At cryogenic temperatures, there
is significant electron spin polarisation present. The appli-
cation of a microwave field at approximately the difference
in electron and nuclear Larmor frequencies results in this
polarisation being transferred to the nuclear spins [12,13].
Detection of this nuclear hyperpolarisation the liquid state
is achieved by the use of a novel sample dissolution and
transfer process [1–3]. This technique is somewhat similar
to the solid-state DNP experiments performed by Griffin
and co-workers [14–17], some of which employ an infrared
laser to regenerate the solution state [18].

The presence of this hyperpolarisation enables many
experiments to become feasible due to the increased signal
to noise available. In this paper we demonstrate the appli-
cation of the single-scan FT (SSFT) method proposed by
Kaptein et al. for use in the rapid determination of hetero-
nuclear spin–lattice relaxation times [11]. This method
shares its approach with the Fast Low Angle SHot
(FLASH) experiments developed by Haase and co-workers
for use in MRI studies [8–10].

The combination of DNP-generated hyperpolarisation
using the Ardenkjaer–Larsen method [1] and the SSFT/
FLASH method allows heteronuclear spin–lattice relaxa-
tion times to be determined on a time scale which is gov-
erned only by the time required to generate the nuclear
polarisation.

2. Methods

2.1. NMR data acquisition

All NMR data were acquired using a 2-channel Varian
Unity INOVA 500 spectrometer with a 5 mm X{1H}
switchable probe for observation of 13C or 15N equipped
with a z-gradient.

2.2. Inversion recovery

Inversion-recovery experiments were performed using
5 mg of uniformly carbon-13 labelled sodium acetate dis-
solved in 1 mL of methanol-d4. For comparison with the
DNP-enhanced measurement, 375 lM of stable trityl radi-
cal was added to a second sample. This was the same con-
centration as present after dissolution in the hyperpolarised
experiment. In either case, the samples were not degassed



Fig. 1. (a) Pulse sequence used for the inversion recovery experiments.
The initial inversion pulse was an adiabatic pulse with the WURST-40
waveform. Proton decoupling was implemented either using WALTZ-16
modulation, or with 2n WURST-40 adiabatic pulses applied with the
M4T5 supercycle. (b) Shows the pulse sequence timing diagram used for
the DNP-T1 measurements. h represents a small flip angle pulse, usually
25�. Proton decoupling was applied using the same methods as for the
inversion recovery pulse sequence.
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prior to use. The classic two-pulse sequence was used with
only minor modifications. The initial inversion pulse was a
1.5 ms adiabatic broadband inversion pulse using the
WURST-40 waveform. The schematic timing diagram is
shown in Fig. 1a. Proton decoupling was implemented
using the WALTZ-16 modulation scheme [19] and if
applied, used either only during acquisition, or for the
duration of the experiment. Recycle times for these exper-
iments were greater than 600 s to ensure complete return to
thermal equilibrium between data points. Data sets were
analysed using a two parameter single exponential fit to
the experimental traces using the Levenburg–Marquardt
algorithm as implemented in the SciPy modules of the
Python programming language [20].
2.3. Dynamic nuclear polarisation

Dynamic nuclear polarisation experiments were per-
formed using a HyperSense DNP polariser (Oxford Instru-
ments Molecular Biotools Ltd, Eynsham, UK). The
samples were as follows: 10 mg of acetaminophen or
25 mg of nicotinamide, both at natural abundance, were
dissolved in 50 lL of dimethyl sulphoxide and 50 lL of
methanol containing 15 mM of a trityl-based stable free
radical [21]. The sample was then placed in the HyperSense

instrument and frozen in liquid helium at 1.4 K in a static
magnetic field of 3.35 T. W-band microwave irradiation
was then applied at approximately the difference in electron
and nuclear Larmor frequencies (�94.085 GHz for 13C or
�94.098 GHz for 15N). The exact microwave frequency
for carbon-13 was determined by sweeping the microwave
frequency to find the maximum solid-state polarisation sig-
nal. For nitrogen-15 the microwave frequency was cali-
brated from the carbon-13 frequency determined above
with data from an Oxford Instruments research polariser
(D. Blazina and S. Reynolds, personal communication).
Following a pre-determined polarisation time, typically
3 h, the sample was dissolved using 4 mL of methanol
heated to a temperature of �410 K at a pressure of 9 bar,
and transferred to the high resolution NMR spectrometer
along a PTFE hose into the waiting NMR tube using
helium gas. Data acquisition was triggered by a TTL pulse
from the HyperSense instrument to the acquisition control-
ler card of the NMR spectrometer. The typical solution
transfer time was 3 s. The final radical concentration in
the methanol solution was 375 lM. SSFT/FLASH relaxa-
tion data were collected with the pulse sequence shown in
Fig. 1b. Spectra were acquired using a train of small flip
angle pulses h, usually 25�, spaced one second apart with
data acquisition during the first 500 ms of this period.
The spectra were obtained over a spectral width of
31 kHz. Each repetition of the sequence includes the appli-
cation of a pulsed field gradient to dephase any remaining
transverse magnetisation at the end of the acquisition time
and hence remove any T2-interference artefacts [6]. Proton
decoupling was performed either using the WALTZ-16
modulation scheme, during acquisition or for the duration
of the experiment, or using WURST-40 adiabatic pulses,
with the M4T5 modulation scheme, adjusting the acquisi-
tion time such that it was spanned by 2n pulses [22].
2.4. Magnetisation dynamics

The magnetisation dynamics under this pulse sequence
have been derived by Kaptein et al. [11] following initial
work by Look and Locker [23]. The analysis also follows
similarly for the FLASH-T1 imaging experiment [8–10].
The salient details are repeated here for clarity. Consider
the initial magnetisation produced by the DNP experiment
MDNP. Following the first h pulse the remaining magnetisa-
tion along the z-axis is given by:

Mzð0þÞ ¼ MDNP cos h ð1Þ

Assuming that the longitudinal relaxation during the sub-
sequent free induction decay can be described by a single
exponential with time constant T1, then the z-magnetisa-
tion present prior to the time of the next h pulse is:

MzðTÞ ¼ MDNP cos h expð�T =T 1Þ þM0½1� expð�T=T 1Þ�
ð2Þ

where T is the time between RF pulses, usually equal to the
acquisition time. The first term in this expression corre-
sponds to the decay of the hyperpolarised magnetisation
and the latter term to the recovery of the magnetisation
excited by the RF pulse to its thermal value. As a simplification
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let a = cosh and b = exp(�T/T1). Continuing Eq. (2) fol-
lowing the second pulse and acquisition gives:

Mzð2T Þ ¼ MDNPa
2b2 þM0ð1� bÞð1þ abÞ ð3Þ

Therefore, generalising this to n data points results in the
following equation:

MzðnT Þ ¼ MDNPa
nbn þM0ð1� bÞ

Xn�1

j¼0

ðabÞj ð4Þ

The summation term in Eq. (4) describes a converging geo-
metric series. Since a and b are both less than unity, this
expression can be simplified to:

MzðnT Þ ¼ MDNPa
nbn þM0ð1� bÞ 1� anbn

1� ab
ð5Þ

The transverse magnetisation after each pulse, which is
proportional to the observed signal, is:

Mx=yðnT Þ ¼ MzðnT Þ sin h ð6Þ

A gradient pulse is applied at the end of the acquisition per-
iod to ensure that any remaining transverse magnetisation
does not interfere with subsequent data points.

2.5. Effects of B1 inhomogeneity

Inhomogeneities of the B1 RF field result in an average
under-rotation of the magnetisation vector by the RF pulse
[6]. In the context of this analysis, B1 inhomogeneity effects
will be manifest in T1 parameters which deviate from their
true value. The extent of this B1 inhomogeneity can be
measured using a standard nutation experiment and analy-
sing the data obtained in terms of an exponentially-damped
sinusoidal function of pulse length. The following empirical
expression gives the magnitude of the observed magnetisa-
tion as a function of the RF pulse length sp:

SðhÞ ¼ A sinðcB1spÞ expð�f cB1spÞ ð7Þ

where A is an scaling term and f is a parameter characteris-
ing the RF inhomogeneity. The B1 homogeneity of a probe
is often quoted in terms of the ratio of the signal intensity
for a 450� rotation compared to a 90� rotation. The inho-
mogeneity parameter f is linked to this ratio by S(450/
90) = exp(�2pf) · 100%.

To determine the B1 RF inhomogeneity of the probe
used in this study a nutation experiment was carried out
placing the methyl group of 13C-labelled sodium acetate,
or the amide nitrogen of 15N-labelled benzamide on reso-
Table 1
RF field strength and inhomogeneity parameters for the inner coil of the
X{1H} probe

Nucleus cB1/2p (kHz) f S(450/90)

13Ca 34.16 ± 0.01 0.0159 ± 0.0008 90.50%
15Nb 16.98 ± 0.01 0.0283 ± 0.0012 83.72%

a Methyl carbon of 13C-labelled sodium acetate.
b Amide nitrogen of 15N-labelled benzamide.
nance, and varying the 13C or 15N RF pulse width as
appropriate (data not shown). Fitting Eq. (7) to the data
allowed the RF field strength and inhomogeneity parame-
ters to be extracted. These values are presented in Table 1
and are typical for probes of this configuration.

Combining the influence of B1 inhomogeneity with the
magnetisation dynamics during the SSFT/FLASH experi-
ment gives the following expression which was used in
the analysis described in this paper:

Mx=yðnT Þ

¼ MDNPa
nbn expð�nf hÞþM0ð1�bÞ1�anbn expð�nf hÞ

1�abexpð�f hÞ

� �

� sinhexpð�f hÞ ð8Þ

The dynamics of the z-magnetisation described by this
equation are demonstrated in Fig. 2 for a series of flip an-
gles. It can be seen that smaller flip angles give a smaller
rate of signal decay, albeit at the expense of overall
sensitivity.

2.6. Obtaining T1 from SSFT/FLASH data

As outlined above, the z-magnetisation dynamics occur-
ring during the pulse sequence shown in Fig. 1b can be
described by Eq. (8), including the correction for the effects
of B1 RF inhomogeneity. Each resonance included in the
analysis was allowed variable T1 and MDNP values, with
all resonances sharing a global value of the thermal polar-
isation M0. Eq. (8) was fitted to the experimental traces
using the Levenburg–Marquardt algorithm as implemented
in the SciPy modules of the Python programming language
[20]. For the experiments presented in this paper, the flip
angle was set to 25� and the repetition time T was 1 s.
Fig. 2. z-magnetisation dynamics as a function of various flip angles h for
the pulse sequence shown in Fig. 1b. This figure was calculated for a
recycle time of 1 s using a T1 of 45 s with a DNP-induced signal
enhancement of 1000-fold. The B1 inhomogeneity parameter was set to
f = 0.0159 as determined from the 13C nutation experiment described in
the text.
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2.7. Parameter error estimation

Standard deviations in the fitted parameters were esti-
mated using Monte Carlo methods, typically with 1000
realisations. In brief, synthetic data sets were generated
using the parameters obtained from either the two-param-
eter fit in the case of the inversion-recovery data, or from
fitting Eq. (8) to the SSFT/FLASH data. To these synthetic
data, Gaussian noise with zero mean and standard devia-
tion equal to that of the original fitted residuals was added.
The synthetic data were then re-analysed and a distribution
of fitted parameters obtained. From this, the standard devi-
ations in the fitted parameters were estimated. No change
in the estimated standard deviations was found by increas-
ing the number of realisations.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Comparison with inversion recovery

The reliability of the SSFT/FLASH method for deter-
mining spin–lattice relaxation times was tested by compar-
ison with the 13C relaxation times measured using the
standard inversion-recovery approach. These data are pre-
sented in Table 2. In this case, the SSFT/FLASH measure-
ments were performed using the thermal polarisation
available on uniformly labelled carbon-13 sodium acetate.
Clearly in the absence of any proton decoupling the two
methods yield similar results, for example the inversion
recovery and SSFT/FLASH measurements yield T1 values
of 37.95 ± 0.28 s and 38.15 ± 0.38 s for the carboxyl group,
respectively. The situation is similar for the methyl group.
When DNP is used to enhance the sensitivity of the SSFT/
FLASH measurement the results are very similar, as evi-
denced by the last row in Table 3. Therefore, in the absence
of decoupling the SSFT/FLASH method gives good agree-
ment with the traditional approach of inversion recovery.

3.2. Effects of decoupling

Traditional carbon-13 NMR spectroscopy exploits the
fact that the carbon signals can be enhanced by the gener-
ation of an NOE from attached protons. This is usually
performed by gating the decoupler channel on during the
Table 2
T1 values obtained for the carboxyl and methyl carbons of labelled sodium ac

Pulse sequence Decoupling scheme

Inversion recovery No decoupling
WALTZ (acq. only)
WALTZ (continuous)
WURST (acq. only)

SSFT/FLASH T1 No decoupling
WALTZ (acq. only)
WALTZ (continuous)
WURST (acq. only)

n/r, not recorded; n/d, not determined.
recycle periods of the experiment as well as during the
acquisition. For the DNP experiment, the generation of
the NOE is not necessary for sensitivity, as decoupling is
used merely to remove splitting arising from J-coupling
and reduce the line width arising from unresolved cou-
plings. In the context of the SSFT/FLASH approach pre-
sented here for the measurement of T1, the use of
decoupling presents a complication, even during the acqui-
sition period, which may shorten the apparent relaxation
time due to magnetisation transfer from the attached pro-
tons, hence leading to a measured T1 value which is smaller
than the true relaxation time. This effect can be clearly
observed for both the inversion recovery derived data,
when the decoupler is used throughout the experiment,
and for the SSFT/FLASH method, the values of T1

obtained are shown in Table 2. Limited influence is
observed for inversion recovery when the decoupler duty
cycle is low, i.e. when decoupling is only applied during
acquisition. The generation of the NOE during the
SSFT/FLASH approach in fact renders the T1 analysis
impossible for the directly protonated methyl group of
sodium acetate and significantly shortens the measured
relaxation time for the quaternary carboxyl carbon.
Recently Piotto and co-workers developed a modification
of the DEFT experiment which presents decoupled data
which is devoid of NOE interference [22]. This was
achieved by the use of an even number of adiabatic decou-
pling pulses during acquisition of the FID. The idea behind
this is to leave reliably the proton magnetisation along the
+z axis at the conclusion of the acquisition period. As this
magnetisation is left in an equilibrium position the poten-
tial for the growth of an NOE is severely reduced. Tenail-
leau and Akoka have also discussed recently the use of
adiabatic decoupling schemes for accurate determination
of 13C intensity measurements [24]. Table 2 shows relaxa-
tion times obtained using the SSFT/FLASH measurement
performed with WURST-40 decoupling, adjusting the
acquisition time to encompass 2m repetitions of the
T5M4 supercycle i.e. 40m decoupling pulses.

In the case of the quaternary carboxyl group the use of
the adiabatic decoupling scheme almost completely
removes the influence of the decoupler-induced NOE on
the measured spin–lattice relaxation time. The effects are
not quite so pronounced, however, for the methyl group.
etate in the absence of radical

Carboxyl (s) Methyl (s)

37.95 ± 0.28 11.89 ± 0.09
37.27 ± 0.13 10.82 ± 0.06
30.08 ± 0.20 10.18 ± 0.03
n/r n/r

38.15 ± 0.38 13.20 ± 0.36
23.51 ± 0.24 n/d
19.05 ± 0.24 n/d
34.77 ± 0.45 3.42 ± 0.14



Table 3
T1 values obtained for the carboxyl and methyl carbons of labelled sodium acetate in the presence of 375 lM radical

Pulse sequence Decoupling scheme Carboxyl (s) Methyl (s)

Inversion recovery No decoupling 39.16 ± 0.31 11.87 ± 0.05
WALTZ (acq. only) 38.40 ± 0.15 10.68 ± 0.05
WALTZ (continuous) 31.91 ± 0.42 10.23 ± 0.06
WURST (acq. only) n/r n/r

SSFT/FLASH T1 No decoupling 37.93 ± 0.31 13.40 ± 0.37
WALTZ (acq. only) 23.51 ± 0.23 n/d
WALTZ (continuous) 19.04 ± 0.22 n/d
WURST (acq. only) 38.06 ± 0.53 3.87 ± 0.14

SSFT/FLASH T1 with DNP No decoupling 37.18 ± 1.62 11.62 ± 0.32

n/r, not recorded; n/d, not determined.
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The relaxation time obtained for this carbon are only 15%
of the true T1 value. This is due to a number of factors,
principally that the proton magnetisation will be in a
non-equilibrium state due to decoupling pulses hence there
is still scope for the generation of a 13C{1H} NOE. Cross
relaxation, which has an r�6 distance dependence in simple
cases, will necessarily be more pronounced for the methyl
group compared with the carboxyl carbon. Secondly there
is also the cumulative influence of minor imperfections in
the decoupling scheme and phase cycle. Tenailleau and
Akoka suggest that a longer supercycle of the decoupling
pulses provides more accurate decoupling [24], however,
this would impose impractical limits on the acquisition
time as their suggested M4P5-M4P9-M4P5 0-M4P9 0 super-
cycle would require multiples of 224 decoupler pulses
[24]. Therefore the decision to use decoupling and the man-
ner in which it is applied depends on the nature of the
parameter wished to be obtained—whether this is a phe-
nomenological T1 to determine repetition rate and sensitiv-
ity for further experiments, or a relaxation time suitable for
molecular dynamics studies and determination of correla-
tion times.
3.3. Effect of radical presence

In order to determine the influence of the radical present
post-dissolution on the rate of spin–lattice relaxation, both
inversion recovery and SSFT/FLASH relaxation profiles
were measured in the presence and absence of the radical.
Table 3 shows the relaxation times obtained for the same
set of experiments as shown in Table 2. The differences
between the values obtained by these methods are not sig-
nificant to within the error inherent in the experiment. Sig-
nificantly larger quantities of radical would be required to
produce a noticeable effect [25]. For example, approxi-
mately 50 mM Cr(acac)3 is required to produce a contribu-
tion to the relaxation rate of �10 s�1 of carbon atoms
within a molecule [25]. Any effect is most pronounced
where the paramagnetic contribution to relaxation is the
dominant one, e.g. for non-protonated carbon atoms. A
small contribution from the presence of the radical to the
proton spin–lattice relaxation rate of the methyl group in
sodium acetate was measured to be 3.5 · 10�3 s�1 at
375 lM radical. Any effect on the carbon nuclei must be
significantly smaller, as already stated. Therefore, at the
radical concentration required by the DNP experiment
there is no detectable contribution to the carbon
relaxation.
3.4. Natural abundance 13C T1 measurements with
HyperSense DNP-NMR

The approach described in this paper is not limited to
isotopically labelled species. The use of DNP to generate
nuclear hyperpolarisation allows this method to be used
to determine spin–lattice relaxation times of heteronuclei
at natural abundance. This is demonstrated using the com-
pound acetaminophen, which contains a number of differ-
ent carbon sites of interest as shown in Fig. 3a. Three
carbons have no attached protons, and would be expected
to have longer relaxation times than either the tertiary aro-
matic carbons or the methyl carbon of the N-acetyl group.

The SSFT/FLASH experiment with DNP-generated
hyperpolarisation was performed using a polarisation time
of approximately three hours. To limit the influence of the
proton decoupling on the measured values of T1, adiabatic
decoupling using WURST-40 pulses was applied during
the acquisition period, i.e. a duty cycle of 50%. Fig. 3b
shows the aromatic region in a stacked-plot representation
of the series of spectra obtained, spaced at one second
intervals. The five resonances in this region all clearly show
an exponential-like decay as would be expected from this
theory outlined in the methods section. The decay of the
magnetisation was then analysed in terms of Eq. (8), the
experimental data and the least-squares fit are shown in
Fig. 3c. The spin–lattice relaxation times obtained for acet-
aminophen, presented in Table 4, are all in the range to be
expected for a small molecule in the fast tumbling regime
[26].

From the parameters extracted using Eq. (8) it may be
thought that the magnitude of DNP enhancement could
be calculated. However, in the case of measurements per-
formed at natural abundance when the thermal spectrum
is not obtainable in a single scan, the M0 parameter in



Fig. 3. DNP-generated SSFT/FLASH T1 measurement for acetamino-
phen at natural abundance. (a) Shows the structure and numbering
scheme for acetaminophen (N-(4-hydroxyphenyl)acetamide). (b) Shows
the aromatic region of the 13C NMR spectra obtained using the pulse
sequence shown in Fig. 1b. (c) Shows the analysis of the signal intensities
in terms of the z-magnetisation dynamics described in Eq. (8).

Table 4
13C spin–lattice relaxation times (in seconds) for acetaminophen

Atom T1 (s) MDNP
a

1 30.11 ± 2.41 186.8 ± 2.1
2,6 3.20 ± 0.14 178.0 ± 5.0
3,5 3.04 ± 0.14 171.9 ± 4.8
4 26.77 ± 2.40 155.6 ± 2.2
9 37.34 ± 4.85 141.1 ± 2.1
11 6.86 ± 1.46 40.8 ± 3.2

a M0 = 0.86 ± 0.24.
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general cannot be accurately extracted from the fitting pro-
cess. In fact, setting M0 = 0 during the fitting procedure,
i.e. neglecting the second term in Eq. (6), results in an insig-
nificant change in the extracted parameters. If one is able to
measure the thermal polarisation in a single scan e.g. by the
use of isotopically labelled samples, then an accurate value
of M0 would be obtained, and hence the DNP-generated
enhancement can be calculated. This enhancement can also
be determined from an independent measure of the thermal
polarisation.

In order to estimate the overall sensitivity gain achieved
using DNP consider that using labelled sodium acetate the
inversion recovery experiment required a total experiment
time of 8 h 45 min, with one scan per data point. To
achieve the same level of sensitivity for an unlabelled sam-
ple would take approximately 98.92 times longer. The
DNP-based approach achieves similar levels of sensitivity
on an unlabelled sample with only a few hours polarisation
time, the enhancement offered therefore is on the order of
10,000-fold.

3.5. Natural abundance 15N T1 measurements with

HyperSense DNP-NMR

While observation of carbon-13 at natural abundance is
a routine experiment, direct observation of nitrogen-15 is
generally not popular due to the lower natural abundance
(0.37%) and the lower magnetogyric ratio. DNP can be
used to mitigate this sensitivity loss and in combination
with the SSFT/FLASH method can be used to determine
15N T1 relaxation times in the same manner as for car-
bon-13.

Nicotinamide was chosen as a representative compound
(Fig. 4a), as it contains two distinct nitrogen sites: an aro-
matic pyridine-like nitrogen and a protonated amide nitro-
gen. The SSFT/FLASH spectra generated following
polarisation for five hours are shown in Fig. 4b. As found
for acetaminophen, the nicotinamide spectra show the
expected trends. Fitting these traces to Eq. (8) gives the
results plotted in Fig. 4c with the T1 values extracted pre-
sented in Table 5. These values are within the range
expected for the different nitrogen types present within nic-
otinamide [27].

4. Conclusions

In this paper we have demonstrated a new method
which allows spin–lattice relaxation times of heteronuclei
at natural abundance to be obtained with reasonable accu-
racy. This approach utilises the sensitivity advantage con-
ferred by the use of dynamic nuclear polarisation and
combines this with a train of small flip angle pulses.
Together this allows the spin–lattice relaxation time to be
determined without the need to use long recycle times on
the order of 5 · T1. The time scale of the experiment is lim-
ited purely by the time required to generate the hyperpolar-
isation, typically 2–3 h. For nuclei with low natural
abundance, such as carbon-13 or nitrogen-15, this
represents a total reduction in experimental time on the
order of 10,000. Using this hyperpolarisation allows
heteronuclear T1 values to be estimated without isotopic



Fig. 4. DNP-generated SSFT/FLASH T1 measurement for nicotinamide
at natural abundance. (a) Shows the structure and numbering scheme for
nicotinamide (pyridine-3-carboxamide). (b) Shows the aromatic region of
the 15N NMR spectra obtained using the pulse sequence shown in Fig. 1b.
(c) Shows the analysis of the signal intensities in terms of the
z-magnetisation dynamics described in Eq. (8).

Table 5
15N spin–lattice relaxation times (in seconds) for nicotinamide

Atom T1 (s) MDNP
a

1 16.69 ± 4.77 114.0 ± 6.38
9 4.91 ± 0.18 554.8 ± 9.76

a M0 = 2.18 ± 1.17.
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enrichment. This benefit is especially apparent for nuclei
with low natural abundance such as nitrogen-15. The
approach described in this paper should be readily applica-
ble to the determination of spin–lattice relaxation times of
any low-frequency spin-1/2 nucleus. Although proton
decoupling is convenient, it has been shown to be a compli-
cating factor and recommendations to minimise the impact
on T1 estimation have been made.
The spin–lattice relaxation time appears to be an impor-
tant parameter for determining the success of liquid state
DNP generated using the Ardenkjaer–Larsen method. In
future we will use these experiments to explore systemati-
cally the applicability of the DNP experiment for enhanc-
ing carbon-13 and nitrogen-15 detection sensitivity, and
determine the contributions from molecular structure,
solution T1 or other effects. This methodology may also
be adapted to combine T1 and frequency modulation,
thereby allowing the acquisition of two-dimensional corre-
lation experiments [28].
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